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The literature on expertise is wide-ranging, both across many domains and within software
development, however when findings from these are contrasted with literature on experience in
pair programming, some startling differences become apparent. For example, knowledge seems to
be a key feature in obtaining expertise, however there is little mention of core programming
knowledge as a measure of expertise in the pair programming literature. This paper discusses these
discrepancies, along with findings on the reliability of various types of rating, to provide context
for the presentation of data from a survey of commercial pair programmers which aims to help
clarify what factors are considered good indicators of pair programming expertise by different
groups.
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1. Introduction
Research has addressed the concept of expertise across many different fields. While this paper is
primarily focused on collaborative software design, it begins by considering expertise across various
domains, including medicine, table-waiting, chess, physics and law. Although expertise has been seen
to depend on many factors, it has been shown that experts tend to have similar goals and perspectives
(Lawrence 1988) and therefore it would seem that building up a rich picture of some of the common
factors in expertise is not only possible, but desirable. Having considered expertise in general, expertise
in software development and then specifically in pair programming is considered. Section three of this
paper looks at studies on the rating of expertise. For example, considering the relative accuracy of
ratings of self, peer and supervisor. Section four presents the results of a survey of 45 pair
programmers, comparing their own expertise ratings with those of their peers/superiors and considering
which factors most influenced these ratings. Finally, the paper concludes by identifying key factors in
the recognition of collaborative programming expertise, and their relative importance according to rater
type.

2. Expertise
Here the literature on general, software development and pair programming expertise is used to
ascertain common themes that may be useful to identifying and assessing expertise.
2.1 Expertise in other domains
While the generalizations and comparisons in this section assume a standard concept of expertise,
one should not forget that each of the contributory studies relates to a specific subject group doing a
specific task.
2.1.1 General approach
Experts seem to have a distinct approach to their work. They recover more gracefully from mistakes
(Johnson 1988) let the story unfold around them and are prepared to do nothing or to settle for good
enough (Eraut and du Boulay 2002). This may stem from an underlying confidence in their ability,
suggesting that self-confidence plays a prominent role in expert behaviour.
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2.1.2 Knowledge and practice
Studies have identified some common characteristics regarding the nature, amount and organization
of information in expert’s memory, the schema by which they are accessed and the representations
which are made. Experts have been shown to maintain more detailed information in chunks in longterm memory (Ericsson and Polson 1988). Schmidt (1993) tells of ‘encapsulated knowledge’ where the
expert has ‘compiled knowledge’ which does not need to be understood in depth to be accessed at the
highest level. Kintsch (1998) voices the popular view that in short term memory chunks of knowledge
are stored and accessed hierarchically, with higher levels being easier to access.
The method by which expert knowledge is accessed has also been the focus of a number of studies,
amongst which Larkin (1983) finds that expert schema for accessing knowledge are much more
complex than those of novices. In fact, experts have been shown to often identify meaningful patterns
(Chi 1988) and then arrive at a solution without the need for a time-consuming and exhaustive search
of their knowledge. Similarly Lawrence (1988) finds that judges focus on patterns in order to minimise
their workload, and are excellent at identifying ideas of what to look for or follow up. This implies that
certain selection rules are triggered by certain items. Chase & Ericsson’s (1982) skilled memory theory
states that experts use long-term memory more efficiently to remember detailed information that can
then be retrieved by the appropriate cue. In a variety of studies, this meaningful addressing mechanism
is known as a beacon, focal line, clue, trigger or condition. Gick and Holyoak (1985) state that
analogies helpful in problem solving might be found by abstracting the problem to a suitable structure
that can be used as a retrieval cue, presumably a solution might be found in the same manner.
This research suggests that knowledge and its organisation and access are key issues in defining
expertise. Thus one might assume that the pre-requisites for obtaining and organising information in
the most expert manner are exposure to that knowledge and practice in its use. This in turn suggests
that length of tenure performing the activity in question may be key.
2.1.3 Strategy
Lesgold et al (1988) suggest that experts very quickly identify the right problem space. Similarly
Kintsch (1998) suggests that experts find the appropriate category and then use the problems
peculiarities to ascertain what is special about it. One might assume that this allows the expert to either
further pare down the information they have to find that which is appropriate, to detail the differences
between this and previously encountered cases, or to identify and suggest values for variables which
are not yet specified (Voss and Post 1988). This accords with findings by Trafton, Marshall et al (2002)
and Freedman and Shah (2002) that whilst novices ignore anomalies (on graphs) experts actually focus
on them.
Significant work has also addressed the issue of the production of mental models of the problem and
potential solution. Voss and Post (1988) mentions that expert problem solving is much more like
comprehension, with problem structuring and categorization playing a larger role than finding a
solution. He also notes that experts are skilled in structuring ill-structured problems. Similarly, Chi
(1988) find that experts spend more time building representations and that these are more detailed than
those made by less expert colleagues.
Finally, work on distributed cognition (Hutchins 1995) has shown that tricky problems are often
solved through the interaction of individuals, tools and artifacts rather than by an individual working
in isolation. In particular, Hutchins (1995) cites maritime navigation as a complex task achieved within
a complex ecology of cognition, some of which is embedded in the environment, tools and techniques
that are used.
2.1.4 Metacognition
Meta-cognitive insight has been widely observed in experts. For example, Chi (1988) shows that
experts self-monitor more, Eraut & du Boulay (2002) state that they are aware of their own biases and
Suwa & Tversky (2002) mention that expert architects are aware of the cycle of using external
representations for the production of ideas. Ericsson & Polsom (1988) showed that an expert waiter
was aware of the ‘memory tricks’ he used when encoding information. This implies that experts are
more able to identify and comment on the approach and tools they take in problem solving in a way
that novices do not. It might also suggest that those who are more expert are also more likely to give an
accurate rating of their ability than those with less experience.
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2.1.5 The practice-strategy-knowledge-metacognition model
It appears that several different factors interplay in the concept of expertise and that at a very high
level, expertise could be considered as a function of the four key elements of Practice, Strategy,
Knowledge and Meta-cognition.
Section 2.2 will explore each of these in relation to expertise in software development.
2.2 Expertise in software development
2.2.1 Knowledge
Soloway, Adelson et al. (1988) noted that expert programmers have two types of knowledge:
Programming plans (syntactical knowledge) and rules of discourse (over-arching rules on how to use
that knowledge usefully) and showed that experts performed well on plan-like problems but the same
as novices on unplan-like problems. Chi (1988) indicates that experts form a much more detailed
problem representation than novices, which Adelson (1984) identifies as an internal model through
which the expert can run simulations. Petre & Blackwell (1999) further define this model as being
particularly rich and stoppably dynamic. These findings are consistent with general studies in expertise
across domain, in that knowledge is considered key. Detienne (1990) describes the two main schools of
thought regarding programming knowledge – those which focus on schema-based knowledge
(semantic knowledge about what the program does) and those focusing more on control-flow
knowledge (syntactical knowledge about how the program works). She goes on to note that there is
good evidence for the existence of both, and that their importance may be seen as relative to the
language, task, environment and the programmer herself.
2.2.2 Strategy
While acknowledging that knowledge plays a role, Gilmore (1990) suggests that strategy is more
important than knowledge in programming expertise and that experts have the ability to select the most
appropriate strategy according to the situation, the task characteristics and the requirements of the
language. Chi (1988) shows that experts categorise more ‘deeply’ than novices, focusing on semantics
or principals, rather than surface features and syntax. This categorization and refinement fits neatly
with the top down processing model. As mentioned by Adelson & Soloway (1988), it makes intuitive
sense for aspects of a solution to be at roughly the same level of definition if a simulation is to be
performed and Voss and Post (1988) agrees that experts need to be skilled in decomposition. However,
there are some exceptions, for example Davies (1991) shows that opportunistic jumps sometimes take
place particularly where the subject is familiar with the problem domain. Early in the process these
jumps tend to take place between the same levels of abstraction, but later vertical jumps are more in
evidence. Adelson (1984) show experts managing these jumps by noting them down and then
continuing their top-down processing which accords with the expert meta-cognitive abilities discussed
above.
Expert software developers’ use of tools appears to differ considerably from that of novices. Davies
(1993) shows that experts use tools more strategically than novices and Detienne (1997) finds that
experts in system design choose their strategy according to the problem. These studies imply that
experts are selective about their use of tools and are able to make decisions based on the features and
applicability of a particular tool, rather than taking a prescriptive approach.
With regards to distributed cognition, software development has traditionally been considered as a
type of ‘disembodied’ process or solitary task performed by an individual. However, more recently,
studies have begun to consider that this approach may only tell part of the story (Flor and Hutchins
1991)
Again, the strategy by which developers store and access information and participate with the
environment around them is seen to be a key factor in the development of programming expertise.
2.2.3 Practice
Adelson (1984) quotes occasions where software experts do not appear to have access to a detailed
representation of how they come to know what they do. Presumably this is a symptom of having
practiced a skill to such an extent that access of a detailed step-by-step model is not required.
Moreover, performing ‘automatically’ might assume that where a skill is well-practised it may be
performed almost ‘on auto-pilot’. In studies of object-oriented programmers, Pennington, Lee and
Rehder (1995) found that experts were so well practiced that they were able to identify the classes
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required directly from the problem domain without resorting to the gradual refinement of detail
required by novices.
2.2.4 Metacognition
Petre (2002) notes that on occasions experts perform ‘automatically’ or ‘intuitively’ but are able to
retrospectively reason about how they have reached a decision. In these cases there must be awareness
of their knowledge (Payne, 1988) even thought they do not appear to have gone through a linear,
logical process of deduction. This seems similar to the ability to reference certain key pieces of
knowledge by recognizing the relevant pattern or trigger to access it and, alongside the selective use of
tools discussed above, suggests that experienced software developers are aware of their approach to
problem solving and can select tools that are suitable to this approach.
2.2.5 The practice-strategy-knowledge-metacognition model
The different aspects of practice, strategy and knowledge are clearly referenced in the literature on
the psychology of programming, in particular where programming expertise is considered. As such, at
a high level, this model seems as applicable to expertise in software development and expertise in
general.
2.3 Expertise in pair programming
2.3.1 Knowledge
Considering the literature on pair programming in extreme Programming, it quickly becomes
apparent that much is written about interpersonal and attitudinal skills, rather than on programming
knowledge. For example, Dick and Zarnett (2002) consider Communication, Confidence and Comfort
pair programming are the three most important factors when selecting pair programming personnel,
and Williams and Kessler (2003) suggests seven habits of effective pair programmers, surprisingly
none of which relate to technical skills and knowledge. This might be due to the pair programming
community making assumptions about programming expertise, and simply considering the additional
skills required. This is not surprising when we consider that it is not possible to be an expert pair
programmer without also being considered an experienced programmer, although the reverse is
certainly true. However, this makes it unclear what is means when pair programmers consider
‘novices’ – are these novices inexperienced at programming in general or simply not yet expert at
pairing? Auer and Miller (2002) suggests that the benefits of pair programming include all design
decisions involving at least two brains and spreading knowledge throughout the team, however little
attention is paid to what this means in cognitive terms, how it might be achieved, nor indeed where this
knowledge comes from in the first place.
2.3.2 Strategy
It is often stated that when pair programming the driver (who currently has control of the keyboard)
and the navigator (who contributes verbally) work at different levels of abstraction (e.g. (Beck, 2000).
This suggests that working with two different strategies assists in developing quality code, and is an
interesting contrast with findings by Chi (1988) discussed above, which suggests that focusing on
semantics, rather than syntax is a more expert strategy. However, a pilot study (Bryant, 2004) suggests
that this might not be indicative of the interactions that might be observed when a pair program
together – in fact one might question how it would even be possible for two people working at different
levels of abstraction to successfully sustain a conversation at all.
Influenced by the work of Hutchins (1995), studies of experienced pair programmers ‘in the wild’
have shown software development as taking place within a rich ecology of distributed cognition
composed of the programmers themselves working amongst and overhearing other members of their
team and making use of a wide variety of tools and artifacts within the environment in which they work
(Bryant, 2005).
2.3.3 Practice
Little importance seems to be given to amount of practice in the extreme Programming literature,
although reference is often made to the ‘experienced’ and ‘inexperienced’, without qualifying whether
this refers to experience pairing, experience programming, experience within a particular technical
environment or experience in the relevant problem domain and what would quality one to be
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considered ‘experienced’ in any of these measures. One can only assume that length of time
programming or pair programming might certainly play a role.
2.3.4 Metacognition
Very little has been written regarding pair programming and meta-cognition. However, within
extreme Programming reference is often made to software development as a ‘reflective practice’
(Schon, 1983) and one often finds references to Myers-Briggs personality tests on pair programmers
blogs and websites. Myers Briggs types have even been investigated as a method of choosing
compatible pairs in education (Katira, Williams et al. 2004). As previously mentioned, confidence has
been considered a key factor in successful pair programming. One might assume that without a
reasonable level of confidence the exposure of ones work and methods required when working
collaboratively would be uncomfortable at very least. Similarly, lack of confidence on either partner’s
part might lead to an ‘unbalanced pair’ in which the less confident partner is retiscent, or indeed
unwilling to contribute. Further investigation is required in order to ascertain the role of meta-cognition
in successful pair programming and whether a deeper understanding of ones own working style,
perhaps bia Myers Briggs or similar inventories, might assist.
2.3.5 The practice-strategy-knowledge-metacognition model
The different aspects of practice, strategy, knowledge and meta-cognition are much less clearly
referenced in pair programming literature. In fact, strategy in terms of communication and the
mechanics of working together seems to be the main aspect of focus. Perhaps one assumes a certain
level of programming competency when considering ability to pair program, or alternatively maybe
interpersonal skills and attitude are considered so important that programming skills are considered
only secondary.

3 Rating expertise
This section will consider different manners in which expertise might be rated – either by self, peer
or superior. It draws on literature from psychology to suggest some expected characteristics of each
kind of rating.
3.1 Self-rating
Studies by Dunning and Kruger (1999) across three domains (humour, logical reasoning and
grammar) suggest that those who are less skilled are more likely to grossly over-estimate their ability
and experts are more likely to underestimate theirs. Their studies suggest that novices lack the
experience - and therefore the insight - to recognise their own limitations, while experts do not underestimate their own performance, but rather over-estimate that of their peers. This concurs with findings
which suggest that those who are experienced have greater meta-cognitive skills than those who are not
– that is, expert pair programmers may be more aware of the limitations in their knowledge, but more
able to compensate for them and select tools and techniques accordingly. Novice pair programmers
will over-estimate their skill-level because, not only are they unclear about the skills required, they lack
insight into their own performance. Note that when exposed to the work of their peers, experts are
more likely to re-assess their rating favourably, bringing it more closely in line with their actual
performance. This suggests that experts are not under-rating their own abilities, but rather assuming a
higher level of competence from their peers.
3.2 Peer and superior rating
Amongst studies on rater bias, Holzbach’s (1978) survey of 107 managerial and 76 professional
employees in a manufacturing company found that self-ratings were more lenient (i.e. significantly
different to the ratings from different sources) than either peer or supervisor ratings, whilst peer and
supervisor ratings did not differ appreciably either from other such ratings of the same type or across
groups. However, peer and supervisor ratings were more likely to be global judgements, whereas selfratings were more likely to differentiate between rating items. Love (1981) compared peer
nominations, ranking and ratings of 145 police officers and 33 supervisors. His findings showed that
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the ratings showed significant reliability, and therefore were not significantly biased by friendship etc.
Given the studies by Dunning and Kruger (1999) discussed above, these findings suggest that peer and
supervisor ratings achieve a more accurate result than self-rating.

4. Rating and collaborative programming
This section discusses a study of rating and pair programming in light of the literature discussed
above. First, it considers whether patterns in self-rating according to expertise follow those generally
found when contrasted with peer or supervisor rating. Second, it considers how self and peer/supervisor
ratings relate to experience in terms of length of tenure (a direct measure of ‘practice’ from the
practice-strategy-knowledge model) and confidence (one of the measures from the pair programming
literature).
4.1 Hypotheses
Evidence provided from the studies on rating discussed above lead us to the following predictions:
Prediction 1: The self-assessments of experience of pair programmers rated high ability by others
will be considerably lower than the ability rating attributed to them.
Prediction 2: The self-assessments of experience of pair programmers rated low ability by others
will be considerably higher than the ability rating attributed to them.
Prediction 3: The pair-programming ability ratings of peers/supervisors will more accurately reflect
the length of time software developers have been pair programming than their own ratings of their
experience.
Prediction 4: Given findings on self-efficacy, one would expect that pair programmers’ own
experience rating reflected the confidence rating they were assigned by their peers/supervisors.
4.2 The study
These predictions were explored in a study across four commercial software development projects.
In each study participants were asked to rate their own pair programming experience level and the
amount of time they had spent pair programming. A colleague or supervisor was then asked to rate
their level of pair programming ability and their level of confidence. In total 43 software developers
responded. As peer and supervisor assessments have been seen to be more reliable than own ratings,
they will be considered the ‘benchmark’ rating, therefore when pair programmers are said to be ‘high’,
‘medium’ or ‘low’ ability this will refer to their supervisor/peer assessment.
4.3 Self, peer and supervisor assessments

Self-rating

Following prediction 1, and in line with findings on expertise and meta-cognition, ‘high ability’ pair
programmers’ (as rated by peer or superior) were expected to rate themselves as medium or low
experience. Similarly, according to prediction 2, ‘low ability pair programmers’ were expected to rate
their own experience level as either medium, or high. The actual findings regarding peer/supervisor
ability ratings and own experience ratings are given in the table 1 below.

Peer/supervisor rating
High experience
Medium experience
Low experience
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6
15
8

Medium ability
1
9
1

Low ability
0
2
2
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Table 1 – Self, peer and supervisor ratings of pair programming ability and experience
As can be seen from in Table 1, the study findings are in line with the first prediction, as 79% of
‘high ability’ pair programmers under-rated their level of experience compared to the rating of their
peer or supervisor. Regarding the second prediction, only fifty percent of ‘low ability’ rated pair
programmers rated themselves higher than they were rated by others. One possible explanation for this
might be that the improved feedback and confidence gained by working in pairs may help to
compensate for the lower ability pairer’s overconfidence. That is, insight into the complexities and
skills involved in attaining competence in pair programmers are rendered visible through working with
a partner. Alternatively, experience alone may not have been considered the most key factor in rating
ability.
4.4 Length of tenure and ability rating
In our third prediction we suggested that ability ratings made by peers or supervisors would closely
relate to the amount of time an individual had been pair programming commercially (their ‘length of
tenure’ as a pair programmer). Exposure to a variety of pair programming experiences and time in the
job are often considered important factors in gaining experience in pair programming. In particular, one
of the benefits of pair programming that is often cited is its facilitation of ‘learning by doing’ and
‘learning through observation’ (e.g. Williams and Kessler, 2003, p.5). As such, one would expect
length of tenure to have a strong impact on abilty rating by peers and supervisors.
As shown in Figure 1, findings from the study do not concur with predictions. Perhaps most
surprising is the fact that, of 27 programmers with less than one year pairing, 19 were already
considered to be highly able. This would seem to relate more to their time programming in general (15
had been programming more than five years and all longer than two) than the time spent pair
programming. This fits with the general literature on expertise, in terms of repetition and gaining,
storing and accessing information than with the attributes considered important in pair programming.

Figure 1 – Peer rating of ability and length of tenure
When compared with the impact of length of tenure on self-rating of pair programming experience
(Figure 2) it is interesting to see that the amount of time spent pairing had greater impact on self-rating
than on peer or supervisor. In fact, most programmers with over two years pairing considered
themselves highly experienced, all of the ‘medium duration’ pairers rated their experience as medium,
and even those with less than a year’s pairing rated themselves more consistently than their peer or
supervisor ability ratings. Thus, length of time pairing would seem to be a more important factor when
self-rating than for rating others, where general programming tenure seems more important. This is
surprising, as length of pair programming tenure is perhaps a more easily quantifiable ‘fact’ on which a
reliable rating could be based. This suggests that in the case of pair programming either self-ratings are
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more reliable than peer or supervisor ratings or length of tenure alone is not a reliable indicator.
Evidence in other areas, as previously discussed, suggests that it is unlikely that self-ratings are more
reliable. Therefore, it would seem that, although it is often used, length of tenure alone is not a ‘good’
(i.e. reliable) indicator of ‘expertise’ in this case.

Figure 2 – Self-rating of experience and length of tenure
4.5 Confidence and self-rating
According to the theory of self-efficacy, one would expect that pair programmers of a high level of
confidence were more likely to be successful and therefore more likely to consider themselves more
experienced at pair programming. In order to thoroughly consider this prediction, it is necessary to
ascertain the level of congruence between own rating of experience and peer/supervisor rating of
confidence. This may allow us to start to differentiate between high or low self-rating (which could be
considered a good measure of self-confidence) and high or low confidence assessment from a third
party (measuring perceived self-confidence). As seen in figure 3 below, there are discrepancies
between these two forms of confidence rating in the study results.

Figure 3 – Self-rating of experience vs Peer rating of confidence
As seen in figure 3, participants in the ‘low’ and ‘medium’ confidence rated groups rated their own
level of experience quite consistently with the confidence rating of their peer or supervisor. However,
those considered highly confident by others usually did not consider themselves highly experienced.
This is consistent with the data discussed under length of tenure, where a high self-rating was less
evident than a high peer-rating. Perhaps this also concurs with Dunning and Kruger’s (1999)
suggestions that those with high ability tend to over-estimate the ability of those around them. Perhaps
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indeed, this encourages them to ‘raise the benchmark’ of what they consider highly able, in some cases
so high that it reaches a level they can no longer attain.

5. Conclusion
Knowledge, strategy and practice can clearly be identified from the literature as some of the key
components in attaining expertise across a number of domains. however they are referenced
surprisingly rarely in the literature on pair programming. Discussions of pair programming expertise
are generally limited to ‘more’ and ‘less’ experienced individuals, without clarification of what is
meant by these classifications and by whom they are rated. Rather the pair programming literature
considers communication and attitude related skills much more dominantly. The survey of commercial
pair programmers discussed in this paper showed that, consistently with cross-domain studies, pair
programmers considered highly able by others tended to under-rate their level of experience, whereas
50% of those rated low ability over-rated themselves in comparison. This is perhaps due to the rather
poor definition of what makes an experienced pair programmer. Thus two further variables were
considered: Length of tenure and confidence.
It was somewhat surprising that self-ratings related more closely to the amount of time spent pair
programming than ratings by peers or supervisors. This implies that despite not being present in the
literature on pair programming, practice is considered a relevant indicator of expertise to pair
programmers when rating themselves. Conversely, confidence rating was not a good indicator of selfrated experience in highly able pair programmers, despite being highlighted as an important factor in
the pair programming literature. This implies that there are very different rating models being used by
peers and supervisors than by pair programmers self-rating. Further studies are required to ascertain in
more detail what these models are and how they relate to the key factors of knowledge, strategy and
practice.
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